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Due to the polyconvexity of the phase field formu-
lation for fracture, starting from a crackless solid,
a standard Newton iteration may lead to a solu-
tion with no crack, even though a cracked solu-
tion has a lower total energy. As such, the critical
load for cracking is highly overestimated. Here, we
propose an algorithm termed “parallel universe”
algorithm to capture the global minimum. This
algorithm has two key ingredients: (a) a necessary
condition for cracking solely based on the current
crackless solution, and (b) beginning from when
this condition is met, Newton iteration with two
initial guesses, a crackles one and a cracked one,
will both be performed and the converged candi-
date solution with lower energy is accepted as the
solution at that load step. Once the cracked can-
didate solution is accepted, the crackless one is
discarded, i.e., only one universe is retained. This
cracked initial guess is obtained only once for all
load steps by solving a series of similar minimiza-
tion problems with a progressively reduced crit-
ical crack energy release rate. Numerical exam-

ples with isotropic and anisotropic critical crack
energy release rates indicate that the proposed
algorithm is more reliable (as there is no need
to retrace) and more efficient than the standard
Newton iteration and a well-known backtracking
algorithm. More details can be found in [1].
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